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Materials 
 
Yarn: Jamieson & Smith 2 ply Jumper Weight Shetland 125 yards / 25 grams 
Shade number: (quantity) – Motif Shade 1: (2, 2, 3), Motif Shade 2: (2, 2, 3), Motif Shade 3: (2, 2, 3),  
Motif Shade 4: (2, 2, 3), Background Shade: (5, 5, 5) 
Motif Shades used in original - 43, 72, 125, FC7, and A1 for the Background Shade.  
Motif Shades used in the Yellow/Blue version - 1281, 28, 121, 32, and 47 for the Background Shade.  
Motif Shades used in the Blue/Wine version - 9113, 366 and FC50 for the Background Shade.  
If you are using only two Motif Shades: 3 balls per Motif Shade for small and medium sizes.  
Needle Size: US 3 / 3.25 mm (32 inch / 80 cm) circular needle (or size to obtain gauge in pattern) for main 
body, US 2 / 2.75 mm (16 inch / 40 cm and 24 inch / 60 cm) circular needles for ribbing 
Gauge: 28 stitches and 24 rounds = 4 inches / 10 cm using larger needle (in pattern after blocking) 
Finished Sizes Approximately: A 35”, B 41.75”, C 48.75” at bust.  
Notions: smooth waste yarn, darning needle, scissors, stitch markers, pewter clasp closures if desired.  

 
Inspired by the mid-century architecture and manicured 
lawns of Palm Springs, California, the Bougainvillea 
Vest offers an explosion of color, just as Palm Springs 
does after coming from the desert to the East. 
 
The original vest was knit using 5 shades (1 background 
and 4 motif) of Jamieson & Smith jumper weight wool. 
Quantities and photos of an alternative version of using 
only 3 shades (1 background and 2 motif) are included.  
 
Using increases and decreases flanking the side seams 
you can create a bit of waist shaping if desired. The vest 
is worked in the round and includes steeks at the 
armholes and along the center front. The shoulders are 
seamed and a tutorial link is provided for giving the 
shoulders a bit of gentle slope for a more fitted shape.  
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS  
 
It’s always best to read through a pattern completely before beginning any project, underlining important notes and circling the details 
about your size throughout. Swatching in the round in 2 colors is recommended to achieve gauge. Be sure to swatch using the same 
needle you’ll be using when knitting. Different needle composition (wood, graphite, metal) can impact your gauge.  
 
CAST ON AND RIBBING 
 
Using Motif Shade 1 and smaller circular needle, cast on 222 (270, 314) stitches using the Long Tail method. Without twisting, join to 
work in the round. Adding Background Shade knit 1 round. Place markers to delineate 7 steek stitches which will alternate (background 

color, motif color, background color, motif color, background color, motif color, background color). Work rounds 1-10 of corrugated ribbing across 
all stitches, alternating steek stitches as directed.  
 
For Size A - using Background Shade and larger circular needle, increase stitches (excluding the steek area) from 215 to 245 stitches 
in the following way: k3, (m1, k7) 12 times, (m1, k8) 5 times, (m1, k7) 12 times, m1, k4.  
 
For Size B - using Background Shade and larger circular needle, increase stitches (excluding the steek area) from 263 to 293 stitches 
in the following way: k4, (m1, k8) 3 times, (m1, k9) 23 times, (m1, k8) 3 times, m1, k4. 
 
For Size C - using Background Shade and larger circular needle, increase stitches (excluding the steek area) from 307 to 341 stitches 
in the following way: k4, (m1, k9) 16 times, (m1, k10) 1 time, (m1, k9) 16 times, m1, k5. 
 
*For Size A and Size C the right front begins on stitch 13 as indicated in the chart. For Size B the right front begins on stitch 1. The left 
front and back section begins on stitch 1 for all sizes. The full pattern repeat consists of 24 stitches, with 1 extra stitch (stitch 25) added 
after completing all repeats to balance the pattern. The side seam stitches are always worked in the Background Shade. If shaping is 
desired it can be incorporated at the side seam.   
 
It may be helpful to set markers before beginning the Bougainvillea chart. Your BOR (Beginning of Round) marker should be placed 
before the center front steek.  
 
For Size A   
7 steek stitches  
61 stitches for the right front (2 ½ repeats plus stitch 25) 
1 stitch for the side seam (worked in Background Shade at all times) 
121 stitches for the back (5 repeats plus stitch 25) 
1 stitch for the side seam (worked in Background Shade at all times) 
61 stitches for the left front (2 ½ repeats plus stitch 25)  
 
For Size B 
7 steek stitches 
73 stitches for the right front (3 repeats plus stitch 25) 
1 stitch for the side seam (worked in Background Shade at all times) 
145 stitches for the back (6 repeats plus stitch 25) 
1 stitch for the side seam (worked in Background Shade at all times) 
73 stitches for the left front (3 repeats plus stitch 25) 
 
For Size C 
7 steek stitches 
85 stitches for the right front (3 ½ repeats plus stitch 25) 
1 stitch for the side seam (worked in Background Shade at all times) 
169 stitches for the back (7 repeats plus stitch 25) 
1 stitch for the side seam (worked in Background Shade at all times) 
85 stitches for the left front (3 ½ repeats plus stitch 25) 
 
Work chart until body measures desired height to underarm. Don’t forget to adjust how much space is needed to allow for the 
corrugated ribbing!  
 
I realize that decreases can get a bit confusing at armholes and the center front. There is a lot going on. On this vest I used decreases 
that lean into the center front steek and away from the armhole steeks. The choice of which way your decreases lean is yours, but 
consistency is the key.  
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BEGIN ARMHOLE SHAPING  
 
Next round: Work across the front steek and the right front to within 9 (11, 13) stitches of the first side seam marker. Put the next 19 
(23, 27) stitches (includes side seam) on waste yarn, place marker, cast on 7 stitches for the armhole steek using alternating colors 
(background color, motif color, background color, motif color, background color, motif color, background color), place marker. This creates what 
Elizabeth Zimmermann called a kangaroo pouch which is a nice visual term. Work in pattern across the next 103 (123, 143) stitches. 
Put the next 19 (23, 27) stitches on waste yarn, place marker, cast on 7 stitches for the armhole steek using alternating colors as 
previously done, place marker, creating a second kangaroo pouch. Work in pattern to end of round. 228 (268, 308) total stitches: 104 
(124, 144) total front stitches, 103 (123, 143) back stitches, two 7-stitch steeks for underarms, and a 7-stitch steek for the front.  
 
Next round (armhole decrease round): Remaining in pattern per chart, knit center steek and right front to within 2 stitches of the 
armhole steek, k2tog, slip marker, work armhole steek stitches, slip marker, ssk, work in pattern to 2 stitches before next armhole steek, 
k2tog, slip marker, work armhole steek stitches, slip marker, ssk, continue working in pattern to end of round.  
 
** Read the next few paragraphs before continuing.  
 
 
BEGIN CENTER FRONT V-NECK SHAPING  
 
Next round (armhole decrease round and v-neck decrease round): Work center front steek 
stitches, slip marker, k2tog, work in pattern to 2 stitches before armhole steek, k2tog, slip marker, 
work armhole steek stitches, slip marker, ssk, work in pattern to 2 stitches before next armhole 
steek, k2tog, slip marker, work armhole steek stitches, slip marker, ssk, work in pattern to 2 
stitches before center front steek, k2tog.  
 
Next round: Repeat armhole decrease round (without front v-neck shaping). 
 
Repeat last 2 rounds 2 (3, 4) more times.  
 
Next round (v-neck decrease round): Work center front steek stitches, k2tog, work right front, 
back, and left front to within 2 stitches before center front steek stitches, ssk.  
 
Work 1 round even in pattern.  
 
Repeat the last 2 rounds until 23 (27, 29) stitches remain on the right front and the left front. Work even in pattern until armhole 
measures 9 (11, 13) inches from underarm stitches or until desired height. If your shoulders and neck are wider or narrower, adjust the 
v-neck decreases to fit. Remember that you will be adding a corrugated ribbing that will widen the front sides.  
 
SHOULDER SHAPING OPTION 
 
A few rounds before the v-neck has reached desired height is a good time to decide whether you would like to include a bit of shoulder 
shaping. Shoulder shaping worked in pattern, as detailed by Janine Bajus of Feral Knitting fame, looks a bit difficult at first glance but is 
really quite easy to wrap your head around while doing it. I recommend her pdf which can be found HERE: 
https://www.feralknitter.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/Shaped-Shoulders-revised-edition.pdf  
 
If you choose not to include shoulder shaping, work your vest to the desired length and bind off all steek stitches on the final round. 
 
Being careful to make sure you have the same number of stitches on each side, put shoulder stitches from the front and back on waste 
yarn. Give a second look here to note that the motifs line up nicely. Put the remaining live center back stitches on a separate waste 
yarn.  
 
STEEKS AND SHOULDERS  
 
Secure each side of the front steek and armhole steeks with a series of crochet chain stitches, then cut the bars between the legs of the 
center column of steek stitches.  
 
After cutting steeks, join the shoulders using the Kitchener Stitch or Three-Needle Bind Off, whichever you prefer.  
 
ARMHOLE BAND AND RIBBING 
 
Using Background Shade and larger circular needle, and starting at the middle of the underarm, recover and knit the live stitches. Pick 
up and knit along the armhole edges (holding the working yarn under the vest and picking up and knitting between the steek edge stitch 
and the first pattern stitch – if there is a slight gap between the live stitches and the steeked stitches, consider picking up and knitting 1 
extra stitch in the corner, twisting it as you work it), then knit the remaining live underarm stitches. Place a marker for the center 

https://www.feralknitter.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/Shaped-Shoulders-revised-edition.pdf
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underarm / beginning of round. Adjust stitch count if needed to ensure it is divisible by 4. Change to smaller circular needle and work 
rounds 1-10 of corrugated ribbing (reversing the color progression used in the hem), decreasing 4 stitches evenly on the first round to 
avoid flaring. Bind off in pattern using Motif Shade 1. 
 
Repeat for the second armhole band. 
 
V-NECK BAND AND RIBBING 
 
Using the Background Shade and larger circular needle, and starting at the bottom of the right front stitches perpendicular to the first 
round of hem ribbing, pick up and knit along the right front edge (holding the working yarn under the vest and picking up and knitting 
between the steek edge stitch and the first pattern stitch) until you reach the center back stitches. Recover and knit the live stitches, 
decreasing twice before reaching the shoulder seam to make the left front band snug against the neck. Continue picking up and knitting 
along the left front edge to the bottom of the hem ribbing.  Adjust stitch count if needed to ensure it is divisible by 4 + 2. Change to 
smaller circular needle and work 10 rows of corrugated ribbing (reversing the color progression used in the hem). Before adding the first 
row of Motif Shade 1 add an attached I-cord at the bottom of the ribbed band by picking up along the bottom edge of the band and 
working an attached icord back to the vertical edge. Do a similar maneuver at the end of the first row of Motif Shade 1 by picking up 
along the left front bottom edge of the band and working an attached I-cord back to the vertical edge before binding off. This maneuver 
will give a consistent and strong bottom edge of Motif Shade 1. 
 
Bind off in pattern using Motif Shade 1.  
 
This band does not include buttonholes (although the knitter might prefer them – the choice is yours) 
but uses the addition of pewter clasps to close the front bands. I found the flower clasps from 

Schoolhouse Press to complement the motif nicely. https://www.schoolhousepress.com/tools/buttons-

clasps/clasp-pewter-clasp-c.html 
 
FINISHING 
 
Wash your new sweater vest using a nice gentle wool wash. Dry flat, patting lightly into shape if 
needed, or use a wooly board for drying. After the garment is dry, weave in ends, then anchor the raw 
edges of the cut steeks to WS (wrong side) of garment with a herringbone stitch. A wool tapestry floss 
works well for executing the herringbone stitch and doesn’t add a lot of bulk.  
 
Now plan a trip to somewhere special to wear your new vest! And post a photo on Ravelry, Facebook, 
or Instagram, and tag Lost City Knits! We love to see LCK designs in the wild!  

 
 
 
 

 

https://www.schoolhousepress.com/tools/buttons-clasps/clasp-pewter-clasp-c.html
https://www.schoolhousepress.com/tools/buttons-clasps/clasp-pewter-clasp-c.html
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Note: It might be helpful to draw the 
v-neck decreases on your chart with 
a contrasting ink. 
 

In a class I teach on steeks I am often 
asked what a vest looks like before 
the steeks are cut. Included is a 
schematic sketch to give you an idea. 
The red lines are where the steek 
stitches are located. The dotted line 
above the shoulders depicts the 
gentle slope of shoulder shaping 
should you decide to use that 
technique.  

If you are using two shades for the 
motif: change shades on Round 1 
and Round 17. For the ribbing 
change shades on Round 6. 
 
If you are using four shades for the 
motif: change shades on Rounds 1, 
9, 17, and 25. For the ribbing change 
shades on Round 3, 6, and 9.  

Original (left), Yellow/Blue (center), Blue/Wine (right). 


